Tour Overview

Autonomous Microsystems Lab – Pister Group
Liwei Lin Lab
Micromechanical Resonator Testing Laboratory – Nguyen Group
Javey Lab Demonstration
Maharbiz Lab Demonstration
Marvell Nanofabrication Laboratory
Member Mixer
Tour Logistics

• Concurrent small group tours – check your badge for assigned group number

• Meet your tour guide outside of the auditorium in the atrium your belongings during the gown-up NanoLab tour

• Take your valuables; there will be a secure space to store

• All tours start and end here
Marvell Nanofabrication Laboratory

ONLY 15,000 sq feet of Class 100 and Class 1000 cleanroom
ONLY 25 million dollars of specialized equipment
Operations 100% funded by recharge (no Federal funds)
YET the hub of innovation for campus and beyond
300+ University Users, 100 Industrial Users
World Class MEMS & Semiconductor Research Facility
Liwei Lin Lab Tour

Foldable/Flexible Paper Electronics

Laser Induced Molycarbide-graphene-paper
Micromechanical Resonator Testing Lab Tour
Javey Group Overview